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Abstract
As mobile devices manage more and more sensitive information they have
become a more targeted platform to exploit. To maintain system integrity
while providing a highly responsive product, platform developers have developed hardware as well as software solutions to improve security. Until
recently however, it was only possible to devise hardware solutions to achieve
the security requirements of EU’s Restricted VoIP protocol. This thesis investigates whether a software solution can provide the necessary levels of
assurance to protect EU Restricted Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)
communications.
The thesis covers a literature study over possible approaches to protect
sensitive information, which was used in the risk analysis to derive five tests
to evaluate the trusted execution environment.
The tests show that the trusted execution environment does provide
good protection but that the implementation and design greatly influence
the robustness and level of assurance that can be expected from the trusted
execution environment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The last decade smart phones have become widely adopted. But with higher
connectivity and more valuable information being handled on mobile devices, they have also become a more interesting platform to exploit. Why
rob a bank when there are less risky alternatives such as exploiting a mobile
device.
Instead of putting the device inside a safe, to protect our data, we can apply
encryption. The encryption itself is dependent on keys and the protection
of keys is dependent on good authentication, as well as the systems used
for distributing, managing and storing the keys. We conclude that these
systems, the keys and our data are assets which must not be compromised.
Trust in these systems and their services are crucial for their adoption, the
manufacturer of a device or application must be able to assure the users
that their assets are safe.
Protection of assets is done through separation or isolation, this can be applied both in software (on disc encryption, sand-boxing) and in hardware
(secure elements/storage). This separation protects the data when it is not
actively used. But this might not be good enough, e.g. if malware compromises the data once it has been decrypted.
Again separation is applied, to separate crucial execution of code from noncrucial execution of code. This can be done in software (sand-boxing, privileges and virtualization) and hardware (separate execution units, Smart
Cards, co-processors, Trusted Platform Modules), as well as hybrid solutions such as the Intel TXT and ARM TrustZone.
The stronger the separation the better the starting point of building a device
that will not easily be compromised and which the user can trust.
The benefit of hardware and hybrid systems is that trust can be rooted in
the hardware. On the downside, security and performance might come at a
higher cost, both in terms of development and hardware modules. A lot of
mobile devices on the market already feature ARM CPUs with TrustZone,
where security critical execution of code can be performed in a virtual ma-
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chine commonly referred to as the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE).

1.1

Thesis objectives

This thesis was carried out at Sectra Communications with the aim to examine whether a Trusted Execution Environment could provide a sufficient
level of security to substitute their current Smart Card solution. The thesis
covers two major parts, a theoretical part and an examining practical part.
The research goal of this thesis is defined as:
• How can a TEE running on-top of ARM TrustZone act as a secure
element to provide enough assurance to be certified for EU restricted
VoIP communication?
The question will be answered by
• Comparing Smart Cards and TEEs from a security perspective to
point out di↵erences.
• From the di↵erences found try to derive possible ways to test the
security of a trusted application running inside a TEE with the same
purpose as the Smart Card.
By answering this question I present a foundation of knowledge on advantages and vulnerabilities of using a TEE over a Smart Card. And also
possible mitigations of vulnerabilities found in the TEE. The report initially
covers some basic concepts concerning security, trust, evaluation and a theoretical part covering possible ways to introduce trust on mobile devices e.g.
with a Smart Card or TEE. This results in the presentation of di↵erences
between TEE and Smart Card and possible areas to test for EU Restricted
VoIP compliance. To delimit, the report will focus on t-base 300 a TEE OS
provided by Trustonic running on-top of an ARM processor with TrustZone
support on the Arndale development board.
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Chapter 2

Background
Certified information technology (IT) systems provide information assurance
which is a measure of to which extent a system can be trusted. Trust
in the system relies on the system security mechanisms and the security
mechanisms are deployed as result of a risk analysis in response to a threat.

2.1

On security

The need for security originates from the need of a stakeholder to protect
assets of value from a threat. To properly protect the asset we need to
identify and quantify assets and threats, which is done though risk analysis.

2.1.1

Risk analysis

Risk analysis is typically the process of determining the likelihood of a threat
being realized. The following steps are typically applied [1, 2]:
Asset assessment - determine assets of value
Threat assessment - quantify threats
Vulnerability assessment - identify weaknesses in design or implementation which might be exploited by a threat
Impact assessment - quantify the impact of compromise of the assets for
a given threat
Risk assessment - determine the likelihood of the threats being realized
for a given asset.
Threats can be quantified by threat level, which is typically a product of
a threat actor’s capability and motivation. The risk of a threat is quantified by risk level, which is typically a product of the impact of disclosure of
the asset and the threat level. CESG (Communications-Electronics Security
Group a branch of the British GCHQ) categorizes impact as Business Impact Levels (BIL) ranging from 0-6, where BIL0 represents no impact and
BIL6 represents extreme impact. UK Restricted information corresponds to
5
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BIL3, as an example BIL3 in public finance would likely result in ”loss to
HMG/Public sector of £millions” [1].

2.1.2

Assets and their properties

Security is essentially a measure to take in order to make sure an asset cannot be copied, modified or made unavailable. An asset is something of value
which has the following properties [3]:
Confidentiality - the asset is protected from disclosure
Integrity - the asset is protected from unauthorized modification
Availability - the asset is available at the time of intended usage
The assets need of protection must be weighed against the cost of disclosing
the asset. If the cost outweighs the value of the asset then the purpose of
protecting it have been defeated. So for each stakeholder in the system it is
needed to identify what the asset is and when the asset is identified, possible
threats and threat actors against the asset must be identified. We can then
apply appropriate protection and countermeasures to mitigate these threats.

2.1.3

Threats

There is always a possibility that with enough time, e↵ort and funding the
protection of a system will be breached. The key to appropriately protecting
an asset against an attack is to make the attack either too time consuming
or too costly to perform to be justifiable [4]. For instance, an attack which
is time consuming and costly might be economically justifiable, if it has a
large impact on many stakeholders, assets or if it is easy to distribute.
Below follows two example properties of a threat, complexity and knowledge. Higher measures of complexity will likely lead to higher constraints
on resources and time; and increased difficult in repeatability.
Soft attack - Software attack, user with or without intent installs malware.
Hard attack - Low budget hardware attack.
Lab attack - Unlimited reverse engineering possibilities. These attacks are
hard to defend against, so instead of defending against lab attacks one
can try to minimize the damage, for instance by making information
only valuable to one device or during a short period of time.
Higher requirements of knowledge for a threat will likely result in increased
difficult in manufacturing and distribution of a threat.
Device owner - has interest in accessing own content as she pleases
Remote attacker - distributes rogue software. No physical access to the
device
6
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Security specialist - experts, criminal gangs and users with exceptional
knowledge

2.1.4

Assets on mobile devices

A PC generally has one stakeholder the owner, but mobile systems di↵er
from non-mobile systems. The most obvious di↵erence being that a mobile
system has a RF module for the purpose of connecting to a global telecommunication network [5, 6, 7, 8]. As such it operates under legislation from
regulatory bodies and so the concept of owner/stakeholder becomes diverse.
Early mobile systems were single purpose and utilized only to make phone
calls. The stakeholders could be identified as:
• Regulatory bodies like the FCC who specifies the use of the radio
frequency spectrum.
• The mobile network operator which provide users access to its services.
• The user which pays the mobile network operator to access the network.
Assets can be identified as:
• Firmware associated with the baseband processor
• International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI), the unique identity
of the SIM card and its keys are used to authenticate the user against
the mobile network operator.
• SIMLock, the network service provider wants to make sure that the
device is tied to itself since it have subsided the phone.
• International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI), uniquely identifies
the device to the network. If the phone is stolen the IMEI can be
blacklisted, which can render the device useless for making phone calls.
Over time, mobile systems evolved from single purpose communication endpoints into mobile computers. A mobile devices now often o↵ers a fullfledged OS and the ability to download signed code (possibly arbitrary code,
should the user chose to). These features enable users to consume multimedia material, carry out banking transactions and to facilitate their labor
(such as accessing their corporate networks) [6, 5]. Stakeholders can now be
extended with:
• the user/owner/corporation/government
• service providers, such as DRM content providers, applications developers or IT administration
• device manufacturer
With their own valuable assets:
• private data
• DRM content
• firmware/software
7
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• services
The very mechanism enforcing the security of the system is called the trusted
computing base (TCB); it is made up of all software, firmware and hardware
critical for security of the system.
Again, as mobile systems evolve there is a growing possibility of unintended
design faults and unnoticed bugs entering the TCB which can lead to compromise of the device integrity. This is why the parts making up the TCB
must be thoroughly designed and tested.

2.2

On trust

Trust in an IT system is essential for the certification and procurement of
the same. How do we define trust? Ross Anderson and Chris Mitchell [9, 10]
define trust with the following relations:
Trusted system - ”a trusted system or component is defined as one whose
failure can break the security policy.”
Trustworthy system - ”a trustworthy system or component is defined as
one that will not fail”
The Trusted Computing Group (TCG) instead defines a trusted system as
Trusted system - ”a trusted system or component is one that behaves in
the expected manner for a particular purpose”
The stakeholders in a system must be able to trust that the system is secure.
They do so by challenging the claim of the system being trustworthy. If the
system can satisfactorily respond to this challenge the stakeholder can determine the system to be a trusted system. Amit Vasudevan et al. [11] propose
that a trustworthy mobile system should exhibit the following the properties:
Isolated execution By providing isolated execution, a user can be confident that a program cannot be tampered with and that the program
cannot tamper with data other than its own.
Secure storage Which provides protection of data when it is currently not
in use (commonly referred to as data-at-rest). By binding or sealing
the data to the platform, the data can be protected even though the
OS compromised or the storage is removed.
Remote Attestation To allow a platform to attest to another platform
that it can be trusted. Combining this with isolated execution enforces
the challenger’s confidence that the platform can be trusted as there
is less risk of run-time exploits.
Secure provisioning To securely migrate data or applications from one
trusted software module on one platform to another trusted software

8
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module on another platform, while maintaining the confidentiality and
integrity of the data.
Trusted path To provide a trusted path from a peripheral (touchscreen,
memory etc.) to a software module. This is important as malware
might try to eavesdrop on touchscreen input, provide a false but legitimate looking log-in screen or utilize device sensors to derive touch
input.

2.2.1

A history of trust

To understand how concepts in the thesis are related a brief history on trust
and the events that led to the introduction of the TEE are covered, the
events are visualized in Figure 1.
In the 1960s, with the introduction of multi-user general-purpose programming system such as MULTICS [12], it became clear that security measures
must be taken in order to protect access to files.
In the early 1970s the concept of a reference monitor was coined [13] inspired
by Lampsons capability models [14].
The reference monitor enforces sharing policies and access control, to protect assets from unauthorized users. As such, the reference monitor could
act as a centralized protection mechanism to secure systems such as MULTICS. The implementation of the reference monitor was called the reference
validation mechanism RVM which must exhibit the following properties:
• Be tamper proof.
• Always invoked and;
• small enough to be subject to analysis and tests to validate its correctness.
The hardware, firmware and software of which the reference monitor are
made up of is what we previously covered, the TCB.
During the 1970s, the development of trusted systems with reference monitors and security kernels evolved into trusted operating systems [15].
In 1983 the US National Security Agency released the Trusted Computer
System Evaluation Criteria, also known as the Orange book, as a tool for
evaluation of computer systems (which is a forerunner to the Common Criteria evaluation scheme). An evaluation scheme is a framework for testing
a system to provide a user with feedback to what extent a system can be
trusted.
The Orange book specified that, a reference monitor must be implemented,
in computer systems which aim to provide users with higher levels of assurance [16].
As systems evolved from mainframes to PCs, trust in a system evolved to
trust in a network of systems. The distributed nature of a networked systems introduced new problems, authentication of remote parties [17, 18].
Users might not only have to prove their identity but also prove that their
system is trusted and how can the user prove that the system has not been
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tampered with?
In 1986 Robert D. Sansom et. al [19] proposes capability based security
over a network. In 1987 the department of defense releases the Red book
on evaluation of connected systems.
The Orange book and Red book later became part of what is commonly
referred to as the rainbow series, the Department of defense computer security standards.
To introduce assurance of integrity, the Trusted Computing Platform Alliance (TCPA) was initiated in the late 1990s as a consortium of companies
to facilitate development of specifications on standards for trusted computing and a trusted platform:
Balache↵ et al. [20] defines a platform as ”A Platform is any computing device —a PC, server, mobile phone, or any appliance capable of
computing and communicating electronically with other platforms”
and Chris Mitchell [10] describes a trusted platform as ”a computing
platform that has a trusted component, which is used to create a foundation
of trust for software processes.”
While TCPA defines a trusted platform as ”a computing platform
that can be trusted to report its properties”.
TCPA later transitioned into the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) which
is the current instance issuing these specifications on trusted computing.
TCGs solution for a trusted platform is called the Trusted Platform Module (TPM). The TPM is a tamper resistant integrated circuit, much like a
Smart Card, intended to give the owner exclusive control over her data and
platform [21, 22].
The TPM sports a number of facilities that allows it to, perform cryptographic operations, verify the boot process, encrypt user data and perform
remote attestation.
In parallel, the GSM Association (GSMA) and later Open Mobile Terminal
Platform (OMTP) worked to standardize the mobile platform as it evolved
from a single purpose device for communication into a device for generalpurpose computing.
ARM, a CPU design licensor, develops its CPU extension TrustZone, which
adds an additional CPU mode to the CPU, the monitor mode. This enables
a single CPU to act as a hypervisor to host two virtual processors, a normal
processor and a trusted processor.
Later OMTP and GSMA publish the standard on the Advanced Trusted
Environment referred to as Tr1 [23]. By following the standard the idea is
that handsets should be protected primarily against software attacks but
also against a subset of hardware attacks.
Trusted Logic, later acquired by Gemalto (a Smart Card developer) develops
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the first OS compliant with the Tr1 standard, called Trusted Foundations.
In conjunction with this, Global platform (GP) (an industry consortium
publishes standards on secure elements such as Smart Cards), adopts the
concept of the Tr1 and publishes the standard on the TEE along with the
TEE Protection Profile (PP). A protection profile is used in Common Criteria evaluations of IT systems.
GP defines an Execution Environment as ”a set of hardware and software components providing facilities necessary to support running of applications” [24].
TCG on their hand releases the specification on TPMs for mobile
devices, the Mobile Trusted Module (MTM) due to the more complex concept of ownership associated with mobile devices. The enhanced security of
the TEE can be leveraged by running the MTM on-top of it [5] instead of
adding an expensive dedicated hardware module (such as the TPM) to the
platform.
Giesecke & Devrient (another Smart Card developer) develops the MobiCore
OS to leverage the TEE. To further push the adoption of the TEE and provide a competitive product ARM, Gemalto and Giesecke & Devrient launch
the joint venture Trustonic and launches t-base, the first OS compliant with
the Global platform TEE protection profile.
In response to the bring your own device (BYOD) trend and the information
leakage threats it poses to companies, the National institute of Standards
(NIST) publishes guidelines on mobile device management in the government and enterprise sector. The guidelines outline the need for mobile
devices management, trusted boot, integrity checks, remote attestation, remote wipe, etc. [25, 26]. Recently, Samsung Inc. launched their Knox
service, an android solution compliant with the U.S. Department of Defense
requirements for mobile handsets. Knox utilizes the TEE for its remote
attestation and integrity checks.

2.3

Evaluation

As mentioned in the Introduction, evaluation and the resulting assurance
level of a product can be crucial for market adoption of a product. As an
example, a manufacturer of a product wants to sell the product but needs
to know what is expected from it. The buyer wants to buy the product
but needs assurance that the system will behave as defined. In our case the
manufacturer is interested in whether a TEE could provide enough assurance
to qualify for EU Restricted VoIP on a mobile device. The level of assurance
the TEE can provide is obtained through an evaluation.
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Figure 1: History of trust. Timeline of important events leading to the introduction
of the TEE

2.3.1

A history of evaluation

Similar to the US, countries in Europe began working with evaluation of IT
products in the 1980s. To ease development and create a shared knowledge
base the collaboration between France, Germany, the Netherlands and the
United Kingdom resulted in the Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC) being published 1990 [27].
An optional goal of the collaboration was the recognition of the ITSEC standard by the other countries in the EU which would greatly help development
and acceptance of IT systems in EU. The later collaboration between North
America and Europe resulted in the Common Criteria evaluation scheme as
seen in Figure 2.
1985
Orange Book (TCSEC)
UK Confidence Levels
German Criteria
French Criteria

1996
Common Criteria v
1.0
1998
Common Criteria v
2.0

1991
ITSEC

1999
Common Criteria v
2.1/ ISO 15408

Figure 2: History of Common Criteria. Key events in the evolution on the Common Criteria Standard, the figure is inspired by C. Taylor et al. [28]

2.3.2

Common Criteria

In Common Criteria the product evaluated is called a target of evaluation
(TOE). The TOE is intended to solve the security problem, described in the
protection profile (PP) for a specific type of product, e.g. a Smart Card.
12
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Typically, the developer defines a set of implementation dependent security
requirements in the security target (ST) document, compliant with the PP,
to which the TOE must conform. As a result the ST is specific to the product being evaluated.
The evaluation process serves to validate the claims made about the TOE
and establish the level of assurance which the TOE provides. The levels
range from evaluation assurance level 1 to 7, EAL1 to EAL7. EAL1 is
lowest possible assurance where the product is functionally tested. EAL7
is highest possible assurance where the design of the product is formally
verified and tested. However, a higher EAL does not mean a more secure
product. Only that the claims about the product, by the developer, have
been more extensively verified [29].
In addition to evaluation of the security requirements the evaluator should
also perform a vulnerability assessment to determine if there exist flaws in
the TOE when used in its operational environment. PP/ST authors may
include information on attack potentials derived from their threat assessment; these are intended to provide the evaluator with guidance on whether
a penetration test is in-scope during the vulnerability analysis.

2.3.3

Evaluation in EU

There exists a mutual recognition agreement between member countries of
Common Criteria. The mutual recognition between member countries extends to EAL4 [29]. This means that member countries should be able to
trust the evaluation of a product performed by another member country up
to EAL4.
For the deployment of communication and information systems dealing
with EU classified information, EU has a mutual recognition based on Appropriately Qualified Authorities (AQUA). There are six AQUA members in
the EU, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and
Sweden. For an IT product to be approved to handle classified information
in the EU, the product must be evaluated by two members of the AQUA
group [30]. In accordance with the AQUA agreement, national evaluation
of a Swedish product may be performed by Sweden but the EU evaluation
must be conducted by another AQUA member e.g. the Netherlands.
In order for a Swedish company to o↵er products for procurement in the
EU, the company needs to be classified by the Swedish Defense Material Administration (FMV). The procurement is referred to as security protected
procurement with security contract or in Swedish Säkerhetsskyddad Upphandling med säkerhetsskyddsavtal (SUA). FMV then issues a security
contract between itself and the company which places security requirements
on the facilities and employees of the company which the company commits
to maintain. With the security contract approved, FMV vouches that the
company is approved to handle classified information.
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Trust enforcing entities on
mobile devices
There exist di↵erent approaches to providing higher levels of assurance in
a mobile device. Possible approaches cover the use of secure elements (like
SIM cards, embedded NFC chips or embedded secure elements). In Nokia
Lumia phones a TPM is used to enforce the secure boot and in newer android phones the TEE is used for hardware backed key management. The
di↵erences among the entities can be used to derive tests for the TEE.

3.1

The Secure Element

The secure element is an integrated circuit card (ICC) or Smart Card, it
generally consist of a microcontroller and memory. K. Markantonakis et
al. [31] defines a Smart Card as an entity that:
1. Can participate in an automated electronic transaction.
2. Is used primarily to add security and;
3. is a tamper-resistant microprocessor chip (incorporating countermeasures against known attacks) and is difficult to forge or copy. (In
support of (2) and (3), two more definitions have been added.)
1. Can store data securely.
2. Can host/run a range of security algorithms and functions.
These properties provide the Smart Card with isolated execution of code and
secure storage of data, which is a good starting point to protect sensitive
code. Modern payment cards like Europay, Mastercard or VISA (EMV)
often feature a Smart Card with a general purpose processor and a coprocessor for heavy cryptographic operations [32] as seen in Figure 3 to
speed up operations.
Smart Cards however do not feature any built-in power supply and no clock.
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All communication with the card must be initialized by another system.
This makes the Smart Card part of a larger system and this part can be
considered secure. As Smart Cards have evolved they now feature their own
OS, applets for di↵erent services and storage for various kinds of data.
EEPROM

Flash

Interrupt

RNG
CPU

ROM

reset

Reset

Crypto
Co-processor

Figure 3: Example Smart Card hardware architecture.

3.1.1

Conclusion

Secure elements have been used for decades and its areas of use expand which
adds credibility to its ability to protect assets. Their long employment and
exposed environment has led to the addition of tamper resistant measures.
Because secure elements feature a small and less complex TCB than e.g. a
PC, they are easier to verify, EMV cards are evaluated to Common Criteria
assurance level EAL5+. A common use case of the secure element is that it
is owned by an issuer to provide a service to the user.

3.2

The Trusted Platform Module

The TPM is needed to ensure that the trusted platform can report its properties. From the report the user can be confident that the platform integrity
has not been compromised and that the platform will behave as expected.
Similarly the remote attestation allows the platform to attest to another
platform that its integrity has not been compromised. The cryptographic
facilities it features provide the user with functions such as protection of
keys for various purposes e.g. to support protection of the owners data, disc
encryption, DRM content decryption, etc.
The TPM is a passive tamper-resistant integrated circuit which should be
bound to the platform e.g. the motherboard and not be easily removed,
not easy to dissemble or easy to analyze. However, if the TPM has been
tampered with this should be visually evident. TCG requires the TPM to
have the three following features [33]:
Protected Capabilities - covers functionality such as isolated storage,
cryptographic key management and random number generators.
Attestation - ”the process of vouching for the accuracy of information”.
By providing attestation a challenger can question the trustworthiness
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of the platform and the TPM answers by returning data which can only
be provided by a functional TPM on a trusted platform.
Integrity measurement, logging and reporting - The TPM can perform and store measurements of the platform and also attest to the
measurements stored.
To provide these features we need three basic functions, the so-called rootsof-trust. A root-of-trust is a component which must be trusted and upon
which all extended trust in platform is built.
Root-of-Trust for measurement (RTM) provides the measurement functionality.
Root-of-Trust for storage (RTS) provides storage of measurements, cryptographic keys and sensitive data.
Root-of-Trust for reporting (RTR) reports the measurements by signing the measurements, using a stored key.
Of these three only RTS and RTR are required to exist inside the TPM, the
RTM can be stored outside of the TPM but must reside in memory which
cannot be tampered with typically in the boot ROM or BIOS.
At boot-up every step in the boot-chain measures the next step and stores
the measurement in the TPM. The RTM as first process to boot, measures
the rest of BIOS and once BIOS is loaded, BIOS measures the OS loader.
The OS loader in turn measures the OS which then can measure the applications to be deployed. This forms an integrity chain known as the trusted
boot, where each level verifies the next and takes appropriate actions should
not the measures correspond to the reference measurements.
The measurements of the firmware or software are compared to the Reference Integrity Metric (RIM) certificates that are embedded into the software.
RIM certificates are used to ”describe an approved state of a platform and
/ or approved integrity metrics” [5]. That is, a RIM certificate can be used
to verify platform, platform state and software. If a measurement is not
consistent with a RIM certificate or if the owner turns o↵ the TPM, the
platform should still be functional but might provide a degraded service.

3.2.1

TPM keys

The TPM maintains a key hierarchy to provide the owner with a range of
services. These keys described below.
Attestation Identity Key (AIK) is used by the TPM when a challenger
(could be a program, remote party or user) ask for attestation of the
platform. The AIK must never disclose the owner.
Endorsement key (EK) is a key permanently bound to the TPM usually
by the TPM manufacturer. It is used for enrolling certificates for AIK
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and decrypting owner specific data among other things.
Storage root key (SRK) is used to protect/encrypt the other keys associated with the TPM. The SRK is generated when an owner takes
ownership of the TPM.
Storage keys used for encrypting data stored externally
Binding keys allows for encrypting data so that it may only be decrypted
by the same TPM that encrypted it.
Signing keys used for signing messages or application data.

3.2.2

Conclusion

The TPM is a tool in providing strong integrity protection of owner data by
adding a roots-of-trust in hardware. Attacking dedicated hardware should
require more resources than attacking a pure software implementation so the
expectation is that this would render most attacks to expensive both concerning time and money to be economically sustainable. But given enough
e↵ort an adversary may still be able to circumvent the safety measures provided by the TPM, which has also been done [34]. Except for functional differences between TPM and secure element their use cases di↵er. TPMs are
bound to a platform and an owned by their user to protect their data, with
no applications installed inside the TPM, whereas a secure element is typically portable and owned by an issuer to provide a service to the user [35].
Concerns about the TPM, privacy and ownership have been raised.

3.3

Mobile Trusted Module

As mentioned in section 3.2 the owner of a platform should be able to turn
the TPM o↵ if she chooses to, in which case the platform still functions but
might provide a degraded service. On mobile devices however if the TPM
is turned o↵ the RF unit should be turned o↵ as-well, because the RF unit
should be turned o↵ if it could have been tampered with. So it becomes
evident that in contrast to a PC, a mobile device has multiple stakeholders.
To deal with this, TCG introduced the mobile trusted module (MTM). The
purpose of the MTM is to give each stakeholder exclusive control of protection of her assets on the platform.
In mobile systems each stakeholder acts as an owner to some part of the
platform. Therefore, TCG introduces a set of trusted platforms, engines,
each engine having a separate owner and MTM. This allows each stakeholder to protect its data and each engine to report its state. In di↵erence
to a TPM where an owner must be present at the platform to turn o↵ a
TPM this cannot be done for all engines.
To deal with this, TCG introduces remote and local owners. Remote owners should be able to turn o↵ its MTM should the engine be compromised.
Engines are therefore divided into mandatory (critical and indispensable)
and discrete (non-critical) engines. To enforce mandatory engines the con17
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cept of secure boot is introduced. In di↵erence to trusted boot, if not all
mandatory engines booted to a trusted state, the device will not boot at all.
This provides stakeholders of mandatory engines with confidence that the
services functions as expected. Additionally the roots-of-trust are extended
with root-of-trust-for-verification and the root-of-trust-for-enforcement.
Root-of-Trust for verification is required to be supported by all engines
with a remote owner. It checks measurements before storing them in
the RTS. The RTV can verify the measurements of the current state
of other engines.
Root-of-Trust for enforcement is responsible for building the roots-oftrust in its own engine.
TCG is short on implementation details of the MTM, allowing it to implemented either in software e.g. as a trusted application running on a TEE
or in hardware, e.g. on a co-processor [5].

3.3.1

MTM operation

Since every stakeholder can have its own engine, the event of an engine
ending up in a failed mode does not have to mean that the device cannot be
used. Only that device will have to work in a degraded mode not utilizing
the services of that engine.
Since there is a possibility that an engine ends up in a failed state due to
e.g. unforeseen errors in design or implementation. Mechanisms must be
applied to limit damage when sensitive information is compromised. There
are two aspects, preventing transition out of a success state and reacting to
transitioning out of success state to limiting damage. Preventative measures
cover features such as memory separation, trusted boot, verification of code
at load-time, etc. Reactive measures to deal with run-time threats can be
achieved by extending trusted boot with run-time integrity measurements.
This way threats like program privilege escalation could be countered and
reduced.
To comply with TCG standards, at least the device manufacturer’s engine
must support run-time integrity checks. The entity responsible for run-time
integrity measurements is called the Run-time Measurement Verification
Agent RMVA. The primary RMVA must perform at least one form of runtime measurement, event-driven or time-based. The RMVA can create a
chain of trust by continuously measure and trigger secondary RMVAs that
do further measurements of the OS. If a RMVA has been tampered with
this should not go unnoticed for a long period of time. An example of
RMVA could be Samsung Knox TIMA, which conducts run-time integrity
measurements in Knox.
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3.4

The Trusted Execution Environment

The TEE provides an area which is protected from the rest of the system it is
part of. Similar to a Smart Card with applications, the di↵erence lies in how
the TEE is implemented. In literature the TEE is often considered a trusted
OS running on a virtual processor on-top of ARM TrustZone and a trusted
hypervisor. That is also the configuration which is tested in this thesis.
The use case of the TEE can be considered an environment to run security
sensitive application such as banking, integrity checking, identification, sub
$10 dollar proximity payments and DRM decryption.

3.4.1

TrustZone

To deal with e.g. DRM protection, system security must be thought of in
terms of the whole system, rather than the individual components [4, 36, 37].
For instance, the DRM content will still be compromised if its decryption
keys are safe in a TPM, but the content is stolen once the DRM content is
decrypted.
TrustZone hardware architecture
TrustZone is a concept developed by ARM that provides a system wide security by allowing a single processor to swap between two worlds, the normal
world and the secure world. The idea is that the normal world never will
have insight to the secure world and so the secure world can act as a TEE
where critical code can be executed. The separation enables the TEE to
control communication with peripherals and debug port on the SoC. The
swap is made possible with a hypervisor like entity running the two worlds
as virtual processors, as seen in Figure 4.
Typically in virtualization, a hypervisor sits in a privileged mode, while the
guest OS sits in a less privileged mode. Virtualization can be achieved in a
number of ways; examples are pure virtualization and para-virtualization [38,
39].
Pure virtualization allows a guest to run as if it was running on the bare
machine without any modifications. The hypervisor can trap-andemulate sensitive instruction calls by the guest. A trap-and-emulate
operation is issued on every sensitive instruction, which leads to performance impact. It does, however, provide the best isolation and is
used in Green Hills Integrity OS.
Para-virtualization defines an API for hypercalls (instructions for communicating directly with the hypervisor), which reduces both overhead
of execution and complexity of the hypervisor. The drawback is that
the guest must be modified to use the API. A hypervisor is often dedicated hypervisor software, but can with efficiency be built with a micro
kernel such as the L4 [40, 41, 38].
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Para-virtualization is the solution usually employed with the Linux kernel
in Android on mobile devices and which is likely employed in t-base.
TrustZone achieves separation in transactions by introducing a 33rd address
bit, the non-secure NS-bit, separating addresses in a 32 bit address space
for each world. When the NS-bit is high for a component of the system
it means its working with the normal world mode. The ARM processor
architecture has a bus for communicating with the peripherals supporting
the NS-bit called AXI bus. To function in accordance with the intent of
TrustZone the NS-bit should be checked by all components connected to the
bus. So that if a component with NS-bit high tries to perform a transaction
with another component with the NS-bit low the transaction should fail.
This way peripherals (components) such as RAM and display bu↵er can be
safely divided into secure world and normal world, without the normal world
having knowledge or access to secure world information.

Non secure world

Secure world

User

User

Priv.

Priv.

Monitor

Figure 4: The TrustZone CPU modes, the extension of the monitor mode enable
a trusted switch between non-secure world and secure world. The figure is inspired
by the ARM TrustZone whitepaper [4]

The swap between the secure and normal world is done through a socalled world switch, or more precisely a context switch. When a context
switch is requested the data of the requester is cached until a new context
switch is requested. The switch can be initiated in a number of ways, by
hardware exceptions or by raising a software interrupt with the Secure Monitor Call (SMC) hypercall instruction. When the switch has been initiated,
control is passed to the hypervisor running in monitor mode. The switch
is indicated by the NS-bit in the secure configuration register SCR in the
system control coprocessor (CP15). As seen in Figure 4 the monitor mode
is always executing in secure world.
During a context switch it is imperative that no information from the secure
world leaks to the normal world through the registers of the processor, the
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peripherals or the instructions still in the pipeline. This is why the modification of the NS-bit should only be performed in the monitor mode by
trusted code. This way, the risk that the normal performs a world switch in
an erroneous way to leak secure world information is mitigated.
TrustZone software architecture, secure boot and multi-processors
The secure world virtual processor allows for a range of implementations,
from standalone synchronous libraries to full-fledged operating systems, which
is utilized by the run-time integrity feature in Samsung Knox. As a trusted
platform enabler for mobile systems the TrustZone supports the concept of
secure boot as seen in Figure 5. The secure boot is initiated from the secure world on-SoC ROM bootloader, which typically contains of the startup
code, the public key for the first image to be verified, the device unique key
and an authenticated cryptographic mechanism [42].

Secure World OS Boot

Normal World OS Boot

Flash Device Bootloader

Normal World Bootloader

ROM SoC Bootloader

Device Power On

Figure 5: The TrustZone secure boot sequence, each boot instance verifies the next
and allows boot of the entire secure world before the normal world boots. The figure
is inspired by the ARM TrustZone whitepaper [4]

ARM leaves the implementation to the developer but suggests that multiple processor core should make the software as simple as possible, to make
the software easy to verify, preferably by only running the secure world on
one processor as explained in Figure 6.

3.4.2

Global platform TEE

Similar to the TrustZone separation with normal and secure world [4], the
Global Platform TEE architecture defines two execution environments, the
Rich Execution Environment (REE) and the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [24].
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Figure 6: Example TrustZone multiprocessor software implementation. The figure
is inspired by the ARM TrustZone whitepaper [4]

Hardware architecture
Isolated execution of code can be provided by both hardware and software.
Figure 7 shows possible hardware implementations of a TEE. In aspect to
standard mobile devices there are a few properties to consider.
External hardware - suited for high security, but typically low performance, unable to verify security outside it bounds and costly.
Internal hardware - cost reduction and performance improvements but
takes up valuable silicon area, is unable to verify security outside it
bounds and requires extensive testing and design to work efficiently.
Software virtualization - cost reduction and performance improvements
but features little tamper resistance and memory and process separation must be handle by a hypervisor, instead of having memory and
processes physically separate.
It is generally considered that the TEE provides higher levels of security
than the REE but less than that of a secure element. This is mainly because the tamper resistance of the SoC package depends on the security
measures taken by manufacturer and usually no security measures are employed. In this thesis a package is considered the packing material and
connectors surrounding the SoC die as seen in Figure 8. Implementations
of TEEs built on-top of TrustZone typically feature an on-SoC area with
a one-time programmable memory (OTP), commonly referred to as efuses,
once a fuse is burnt it cannot be reset. This area can be used to store a
permanent key, similar to the Endorsement key of the TPM. The key can
for instance be used to verify the signature of the first boot-loader or to
protect a key hierarchy.
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Figure 7: TEE realizations, alternative (I) could feature a Smart Card or embedded secure element, alternative (II) could feature the TEE running on-top of
TrustZone. The figure is inspired by Global Platform system architecture [24]
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Figure 8: The SoC package is considered everything on the circuit surrounding the
SoC die.

Irrespectively of how the TEE is implemented in hardware, the following
requirements must be fulfilled [24]:
•TEE assets must be protected from the REE.
•The TEE must feature protection against a subset of physical attacks.
– Hardware intrusive attacks on the SoC package are out-of-scope
for the TEE.
•Debug tools like JTAG must be disabled, or controlled by component
with equal or higher security requirements than the TEE.
•Secure boot may only be initialized with on-SoC assets.
– Post secure boot integrity may not be compromised (e.g. by bugs
in a trusted application running inside the TEE).
•Trusted Storage is provided by the TEE.
– The Trusted Storage must be bound to the device so that an
attacker is prohibited from accessing, copying or modifying the
data contained.
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– The Trusted Storage must provide protection against rollback
attacks.
•The Trusted Storage may to be placed in memory accessible by the
REE.
•The REE must not have direct access to TEE functions or the TEE
trusted core framework.
TEE resources
TEE Resources are either shared with the REE or only available to the TEE.
Resources of the TEE are divided into three categories primary, secondary
and tertiary.
Primary resources , as pointed out by Jan-Erik Ekberg it is expensive
to add flash on-SoC to provide non-volatile counters and trusted nonvolatile storage for assets [43]. Which is why only a small set of critical
resources are in-package (in SoC ROM or the OTP), meaning that they
are physically protected by the SoC package.
Secondary resources are stored o↵-package. These resources consists of
e.g. trusted monotonic counters, TEE data, TEE keys or real-time
clocks stored in o↵-package volatile or non-volatile memory. Communication with these resources as-well as the package of these secondary
resources must be protected against tampering.
For instance, protection of these resources could be provided by an
embedded secure element or by standard flash with a replay protected memory block (RPMB). RPMB is a feature in newer flash chips
(JEDEC eMMC standards >v4.41) that requires authentication between CPU and flash to allow operations such as read and write in the
RPMB area [44].
Tertiary resources are resources not guarded by a proven cryptographic
method as the two previous are. But the information in such resources
must still not leak to the REE, so isolation is needed (Typically by the
use of the TrustZone AXI peripheral bus and the NS-bit). These resources covers SSL bu↵ers, screen frame bu↵ers and I/O input devices
which are not protected from physical attack.
API and components
Communication between a Rich Application (RA) running in the REE and a
Trusted Application (TA) running in the TEE can be done in di↵erent ways
depending on the need, as seen in Figure 9. Communication is performed
through Application Program Interfaces (API) which is a way for a program
to make its functionality available to another program. The TEE functional
API o↵ers TEE services such as cryptographic services and trusted storage.
The TEE client API o↵ers access to and exchange of data with a TA. All
communication with the TEE (be it via the functional API or the client
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API) is done through the REE communication agent (e.g. a Linux TEE
driver). The TEE driver is shared among all REE applications. The architecture also features shared memory (RAM which can be mapped to both
TEE and REE) for fast exchange of large amounts of data. This can be either as memory copies or as directly shared memory. TAs runs on-top of the
REE
Shared
memory

RA

Shared
memory

RA

Less Privileged
More Privileged

TEE

TA

RA

TEE Functional API

TEE Client API

TEE Internal API

Rich OS Components

Trusted OS Components

Public
Device
Drivers

TEE
Communication
Agent

REE
Communication
Agent

Trusted
Trusted
Core
Framework Functions

Trusted Kernel
Monitor

Messages
Public Peripherals

Platform Hardware

Trusted Peripherals

Figure 9: The TEE architecture, displays the relationship among REE and TEE
components. The figure is based on Global Platform system architecture [24]

TEE OS which provides the TA with an internal API featuring the following:
The Trusted Storage API providing secure storage of data and keys
The Cryptographic Operations API for performing cryptographic operations
The Trusted core framework API provides the TEE application with
OS like functionality.
The Time API to support e.g. DRM operations.
The Trusted user interface API for secure input without insight from
the REE. For instance PIN authentication or digital signatures.
At run-time a RA first calls a trusted application connector (TAC) in the
REE. The TAC implements the TEE client API and handles all RA communication with the TEE. The TAC in-turn communicates with the TEE
driver and the TEE driver raises a SMC interrupt to trigger a world switch
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as seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Example communication with the TEE. The figure is inspired by Joakim
Bech [45]

Conclusion
The TEE is intended to allow execution of sensitive code in an area not
access by the REE. Similar to the Smart Card the TEE can run small third
party programs, to host e.g. a MTM, Samsung Knox TIMA, a DRM client
or trusted input session. Similar to the TPM, privacy concerns have been
raised, e.g. there is possibility that an attacker could place herself in the
TEE to spy on the user [46] and it is worth noting that the TEE has already
been breached on a commercial device [47].
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Attacks on the TEE
Mobile devices provide services in a hostile environment. For instance, the
device could easily be stolen and when in operation and neither user, user
input, networks or code should be trusted. Even though the TEE further
hardens the mobile device security and integrity it should be noted that
the TEE already have been compromised once. The compromise was done
in software by fuzzing of the TEE client API with faulty memory ranges
and analyzing the decompiled TEE binary [47]. Below follows some attacks
of interest considering platform di↵erence between TEE and Smart Card.
The attacks where identified during the risk analysis of the TEE, which is
explained in section 6.1.4.

4.0.1

Abuse and rollback attack

A rollback attack is conducted by replacing data, keys or program with an
older version which has known vulnerabilities. A data asset might contain
configuration data which exposes a vulnerability in a program. To protect
the asset one can apply encryption, but the asset may still be copied. When
a new patched asset replaces the old asset the attacker can delete the new
asset and replace it with the old. If the program has no protected way of
checking the assets state, such as version or age the program might use the
old configuration which exposes the vulnerability again. Abuse of the assets
can be done by copying assets and letting another program utilize them, e.g.
to fake a signature, this is shown in Tim Cooijmans master thesis [48]. A
minimal protection against rollback attacks is to store a monotonic counter
with the state of the asset, which itself must be protected from rollback
attacks. Another solution is the use of separate storage, like secure element
could hinder the assets from being moved around.
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4.0.2

RAM bus probing

On an ordinary stationary PC, RAM hardware modules are easily exchanged
and the standard contacts connecting RAM to the motherboard is easy to
tap into. This allows for a multitude of attacks such as altering RAM
contents on the fly (with a mod-chip) or eaves-dropping on the RAM bus
with a logic analyzer. On mobile devices RAM is often soldered with a
technique called package-on-package (POP) on-top of the SoC. To enable
POP the RAM chips connectors are typically exposed with a ball-grid array
(BGA). This way of stacking chips makes the RAM bus harder to probe,
because the chip would have to be removed, which requires precise heat
control to a specific area of the mobile device motherboard. Additionally
the attacker would have to reflow the BGA and create a socket to expose
the connections between CPU and RAM. When this is done, the attack can
be deployed in the same way as on a PC with a logic analyzer. Mitigations
against RAM bus probing cover encryption of RAM, use of on-SOC memory,
and utilization of CPU registers [49, 50].

4.0.3

Attacks based on Electromagnetic emissions

These attacks are commonly referred to as Van Eck phreaking, which takes
advantage of that all electrical devices leak electromagnetic emissions from
e.g. power supply, display or CPU. By analyzing these emissions with the
right tools information about what is happening on the PC can be derived [51]. Van Eck phreaking usually cover attacks such as Simple and
Di↵erential power analysis (SPA and DPA). Both of these attacks are based
on placing a probe over the CPU to collect the emissions. Because di↵erent
operations in the CPU require di↵erent amounts power key material and
operations in cryptographic operations can be spied up-on. Mitigation of
such attacks can be done by shielding the SoC package and by rewriting
the Cryptographic operations so that emissions look the same even with
di↵erent keys.

4.0.4

Glitch attack

A glitch attack is used to make a device misbehave by introducing power
glitches and power spikes in the device. This could result in the program
counter jumping past a crucial instruction, e.g. in comparing two hash sums.
This in turn could lead to execution of unsigned code. Glitch attacks are
not considered in this thesis as it is the platform vulnerabilities in the TEE
which should be tested and glitch attacks can be mounted on Smart Cards
as-well.
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4.0.5

RAM extraction by cold boot

RAM is non-volatile memory used by the CPU to store data which is currently in use. Non-volatile implies the information will be lost once the
power is turned o↵. This is true, but the information disappears gradually [52] as shown by Tilo Müller and disappears even slower if the RAM is
cooled down [53], this is known as the reminiscence e↵ect. In a cold boot,
the power supply to a device is turned o↵, when power is restored the device performs a cold boot, in which case the device will have forgotten the
RAM layout, and where data was stored, but the data may still remain from
before the cold boot. On a PC freezing of RAM can be done by turning a
compressed can or air upside down and spraying the RAM and then removing it. The information can then remain for minutes with a low rate of bit
decay and can then be extracted by mounting the RAM onto another PC.
On a mobile device the RAM is harder to remove and so the attack would
have to be mounted by cooling down the device and extracting RAM with
software (by installing tools in fastboot or as a privileged user during Linux
start-up). Since the attack enables the attacker to get a snapshot of the
mobile device state. Any assets in use when the device was attacked will
probably be disclosed. Mitigations of the attack are possible by statically
defining the RAM accessible by the REE or by using a secure element for
sensitive operations in the TEE.

4.0.6

Timing attacks

Timing attacks are a type of side-channel (attacks which take advantage
of the physical properties of a system). The timing attack exploits the fact
that cryptographic operations have physical properties that leak information
about time. This information about the time taken to perform a cryptographic operation can be used to derive the key [54, 55, 56, 57]. Attacks
may even be conducted over a network connection where round-trip times
and congestion a↵ects the timing measurements. Protection against timing
attacks can be provided by introducing random elements in cryptographic
operations.

4.0.7

Eavesdropping on user input

There are a multitude of programs for PCs (spyware and keylogger) which
allow an attacker to log keystrokes and send the information like, passwords
or bank account information to the attacker’s server. On mobile devices
this is harder because the applications are typically distributed via an online application market which performs controls of the applications. Further,
applications are typically not allowed to access screen I/O when running in
the background. However there are other ways to derive input on a mobile
device, because today, a mobile device typically features on-board sensors.
The sensors can be used as a side-channel to derive the user input [58, 59].
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Possible mitigations cover disabling of sensors and randomizing input layout.
To defend against phishing the interface should display a secret only known
to the user.
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Chapter 5

Method
The thesis covers two major parts the feasibility study and the implementation. The feasibility study results in a risk analysis on the assets protected
by the TEE. The implementation covers tests of the vulnerabilities identified
in the risk analysis.

5.1

Feasibility study

In lack of readily available test suites for the TEE such as the Global Platform test suits [60], a risk analysis of the TEE was performed. However,
the risk analysis does not cover the entire TEE; the thesis would be too extensive. Instead, in correspondence with the Common Criteria vulnerability
assessment, vulnerabilities of the TEE were identified. But the vulnerabilities of interest are only those which are exposed by the TEE and not by
the Smart Card. These vulnerabilities created an uncertainty in the TEEs
possible certification as visualized in Figure 11.
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classification
level

Cost of attack

Figure 11: Uncertainty of the TEE. The absence of specific requirements for the
EU Restricted VoIP on mobile generates an uncertainty of whether the TEE can
sufficiently protect EU Restricted Information

The vulnerabilities and the assets identified where used to narrow down
threats of interest. To further narrow down the threats we identified an
upper bound to the threats against the TEE based on what an EU Restricted
information system must not protect against. So the risk analysis described
in the background, section 2.1.1, was adapted accordingly:
• identify assets
• identify vulnerabilities
• identify upper level on EU Restricted information threats
• identify in-scope threats and their attack potential
• identify impact
• identify risk
The risk analysis and its tools were inspired by CESG and K. Vellani [1, 2].
Threats to mobile devices were inspired by OMTP, the TEE protection profile, publicly available information on the web and conference proceedings.
The threats considered in-scope are defined as attacks in the implementation part of the thesis. The attack potentials derived from the threats act
as guidance on whether the TEE could resist such an attack, considering
that the attack may be in-scope for EU Restricted Information. Quantification of the impact of disclosure of EU Restricted information was performed
by reviewing publicly available information. The tests were divided into
two categories data-at-rest and data-in-use inspired by EU data separation
guidelines [61]. Data-at-rest represents tests which attacks data which is
not actively in use while data-in-use then represents tests which attacks
data currently in use.
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5.2

Implementation of tests

The tests were the result of the platform di↵erences of TEE and Smart Card
intersected with attacks derived from the risk analysis of the TEE. The test
target was the Arndale development board from Trustonic, sporting a TEE
enabled Samsung Exynos 5250 Cortex-A15 @ 1.7 GHz dual core subsystem
with 64/128 bit SIMD NEON CPU and 2 GB of RAM. The Kernel is Linux
version 3.4.5-ga21b98b-dirty, it is available from Insignals git repository [62].
The Android version is 4.2.1 (jellybean mr-1). The TEE OS is t-base 300.
Because t-base 300 is proprietary its implementation details are unavailable, which is why tests only cover use case based black-box testing and
non-functional requirements [63]. In the criterions listed below, a test T*
consists of a requirement R* and an attack A* . R* represents a requirement
to be fulfilled for an asset, A* represents an attack trying to break that
requirement. The outcome of a test results in 4 if the requirement holds,
or 8 if the attack breaks the requirement, as exemplified in Table 1.
Successful
4

T*

Table 1: Test success set-up

A successful test 4 implies that the attack does not pose a risk, whereas
a failed test 8 implies that an existing risk could be exploited. If all tests
are successful this indicates that the TEE could be considered for EU Restricted VoIP. If all tests are not successful this indicates that the TEE has
vulnerabilities which will need to be considered.

5.2.1

Data-at-rest

This test explores rollback and abuse of keys. The baseline is that the
TEE protection profile allows storing of assets in SoC external memory,
which implies that assets could be stored on the file system controlled by
the REE. So even though assets are not stored in plain-text they could still
be moved, deleted, copied or rolled back as displayed in Figure 12. This
vulnerability can be exploited by gaining root privileges on the device to
enable applications to e.g. fake signatures. Faking signatures would be
possible if the assets are encrypted with the same TEE key instead of e.g.
a unique TA key or a user defined key [48]. In di↵erence, the keys on the
Smart Card are never accessible to the host OS. The criterion for this test
was inspired by Tim Coojimans Master Thesis [48].
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Device

Asset
TA

TA

Figure 12: Test of data-at-rest. Schematic figure of the attacker’s privileges and
how the asset can be misused

Use case: An attacker want exploit the TEE by abusing or rolling back an
asset. Rational: The attacker wants to misuse assets such as cryptographic
keys that can be used to eaves-drop on, or fake communication.
Criteria data-at-rest
Attacker profiles:
AAbuse - attacker moves asset
ARollback - attacker rollbacks an asset
The Requirements tested to be fulfilled for data-at-rest were:
Rno abuse - assets cannot be abused by attacker
Rno rollback - assets cannot be rolled back
Steps to break requirements:
AAbuse -Rno abuse :
1) move asseta of TAa to TAb
2) request TAb to open asseta
ARollback -Rno rollback :
1) replace asseta 2 of TAa with rolled back asseta 1 of TAa
2) request TAa to open asseta 1

5.2.2

Data-in-use

This test consists of two parts concerning leakage of information during
operations with assets. The first part is similar to the previous test. The
TEE protection profile allows shared volatile storage and the separation of
memory is handled by the TEE. In di↵erence, RAM on the Smart Card is
never accessible to the host OS. The shared memory could allow for a cold
boot attack as seen in Figure 13. My initial starting point was that the TEE
OS scattered the secure world RAM over all available RAM and in a cold
boot the OS would have forgotten the location of the secure world RAM.
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NW RAM
SW RAM

Cold boot

Remnants of SW RAM

Physical RAM

Figure 13: Test of data-in-use. The assumption is that the remnants of secure
world data could remain and end up in normal world RAM after a cold boot attack.

Looking at the open-source TEE implementation OP-TEE [64, 65], which
can be seen Listing 5.1 the RAM address space for the secure world is statically defined.
# define TZDRAM_BASE 0 x06000000
# define TZDRAM_SIZE 0 x02000000

Listing 5.1: platform config.h, Static definition of secure world RAM

The OP-TEE implementation is based on guidelines from ARM [66]
which specifies that BL2 (boot-loader level 2) loads the optional BL3-2 image (the TEE OS) from platform storage into a ”platform- specific region of
secure memory” suggesting a layout of RAM as seen in Figure 14.

SW

NW

NW RAM
SW RAM

Cold boot

Remnants of SW RAM

Physical RAM

Figure 14: Possible RAM layout

So instead of having secure world RAM scattered over all available RAM,
the secure world RAM could be located at a specific region in physical
RAM with a size of 32 Mib, however, there is an uncertainty of how this is
implemented in t-base.
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Cold boot attack
As mentioned in section 4.0.5, RAM gets corrupted at a slower rate at lower
temperature, to maintain the Arndale board at low temperature a climate
test chamber was used which allows precise control over temperature and
humidity. However a normal freezer would have been sufficient. Since electronic components could be harmed or malfunction at too low temperatures
(e.g. display crystals may be harmed) Tilo Müller only cools down the device to around zero degrees Celsius. On the other hand J. Alex Halderman
et al. [53] cool down PC RAM to -50 degrees Celsius. As a compromise
the tests were conducted inside the test chamber at -12 degrees Celsius.
The chamber features a service port to pull wiring such as power and USB
cord. From this service port power can be turned on and o↵ to produce a
cold boot.
The test will be performed by writing reference values to the normal
and secure world, if a reference value can be found after a cold boot the
test is considered failed. The reference value is an obfuscation of the string
”RamTest”. In the secure world each char is incremented by one resulting in
the string ”SbnUftu” and in the normal world each char is incremented by
two resulting in the string ”TcoVguv”. This is done to avoid false positives;
if the reference value was hard-coded the reference would end up in NW
RAM as the program was loaded into the TEE from the REE.
The RAM extraction attack will be carried out with an extraction tool
called LiME (Linux memory extractor), which is a loadable kernel module. To tools to analyze the RAM dumps the Linux tools grep and wc was
used. To cope with bit losses corrupting the reference values two regex files
were created. The file pattern T was used for normal world values and pattern S was used for secure world values, pattern T contains permutations of
”TcoVguv” and pattern S contains permutations of ”SbnUftu”. A sample
of pattern S is provided in Listing 5.2. Both files contain permutations of
the reference value with three wild card characters. That is, if at least 4
characters (more than 50%) of the seven character reference value are found
it is considered a partial hit. And if all characters are found it is considered
a full hit. Before performing the test, three reference tests were conducted:
Live memory extraction on normal world, this test was performed to
test how much data can be written to RAM and if the extraction works.
Cold boot extraction of normal world, this test was performed to get
a measure on how much information was lost in a cold boot.
RAM extraction of secure world after a Linux kernel crash, this test
is performed to test how the TEE handles a crash of the REE (a cold
boot might not even be required).
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SbnU ...
. bnUf ..
.. nUft .
.. n . ftu
S .. U . tu
Sb .. f . u

Listing 5.2: Sample of the wildcard permutations of ”SbnUftu” from the pattern S
regex file.

Timing attack
The Second part will test whether timing attacks are feasible by examining
whether the execution of cryptographic operations in the TEE leak information about their time property.
To get as precise observations as possible the timing attack will be performed
by first measuring the time to make a function call without performing any
operation and then by measuring time to perform an operation. This way
the time for making the call can be subtracted. The resource to test will
be a TA and its use of the TEE crypto API. Do note that the timing test
do not provide a way to retain the key, it only provides a way examine if
side-channel information is leaked, which could be used to mount a future
attack.
Use case: An attacker want to exploit the run-time behavior of the TEE to
find sensitive assets. Rational: The attacker, possibly the owner intend to
sell the assets to a criminal organization.
Criteria data-in-use
Attacker profiles:
Aside channel timing - Attacker requests cryptographic operations to perform timing attacks
Acold boot - Attacker dumps RAM after a cold boot to analyze its content
The Requirements tested to be fulfilled for data in use are:
Rno leak time - crypto-operation execution times are constant for di↵erent
lengths of input. Or, crypto-operation execution times are random for
the same input
Rno leak reference - no reference found in memory
Steps to break the requirements:
Aside channel timing -Rno leak time :
1) conduct enough measurements to conclude the existence of patterns
or random elements
Acold boot -Rno leak reference :
1) cool down the Arndale board
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

5.2.3

generate a reference value
write the value to memory
turn o↵ and turn on power
dump RAM
find the value

Trusted user input

The TEE provides a trusted user input (TUI), a trusted path from screen
to TA which ensures that the REE cannot capture screen I/O. However, by
using side-channel information it might be possible to derive the input from
the user [58, 59]. This test covers the possibility to register REE sensor
events during a TUI session. As a reference test a screenshot was taken.
Use case: An attacker want to access sensitive assets by bypassing the authentication mechanism, this is done by exploiting a side-channel. Rational:
The attacker intends to misuse, disclose or sell confidential information.
Attacker profile:
Aside channel - attacker uses available side-channels in the REE to eavesdrop on user input
The Requirement tested to be fulfilled for the TUI is:
Rno leak - no side-channel information was accessible
Steps to break requirements: Aside channel -Rno leak :
1) execute a background process which listens to device sensors
2) start TUI application
3) analyze sensor input
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Result of risk analysis and
tests
First a risk analysis of the TEE was conducted to derive which platform
vulnerabilities are exposed by the TEE but not by the Smart Card. Secondly
a suite of tests were created to test the TEE vulnerabilities found.

6.1

Feasibility study

The adapted risk analysis in section 5.1 resulted in the identification of four
test concerning TEE vulnerabilities and one test concerning the trusted user
interface which is a feature a Smart Card cannot provide. The steps of the
risk analysis follow below.

6.1.1

Identify assets

Assets we are interested in are assets protecting our classified information, as
well as assets bound to the Smart Card. These assets are keys, credentials
for cryptographic operations, configuration files and blacklists. All these
assets should be protected by the TEE.

6.1.2

Identify vulnerabilities

The solution with the Smart Card is already certified for EU Restricted
VoIP which makes it the natural reference point. By identifying di↵erences
between Smart Card and TEE, vulnerabilities can be identified.
Smart Card
Smart Cards are a hardware separation between host and card and are
intended for very sensitive data and often provide strong physical protection
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such as:
• tamper evident seals
• sophisticated tamper reactive responses such as deletion of keys on
suspected tampering
• wire obfuscation
• tamper resistant enclosures
The TCB of a Smart Card is inherently minimalistic due to constraints on
the hardware. This makes the correctness of the TCB easier to verify. It
can also feature software protection such as:
• modified algorithms to make simple and di↵erential power analysis
(SPA and DPA) difficult
• thoroughly designed, implemented and tested software components
• sand-boxed applications
To provide key management functionality on a Smart Card the Smart Card
OS often provides interfaces for applications to use. All cryptographic operations and key management can be performed inside the Smart Card.
The clock frequency of a Smart Card is limited by the hardware with clock
frequencies in the MHz region.
TEE
The TEE can generally be considered more safe than a REE, but less safe
than a Smart Card depending on how the TEE is implemented, considering
both the physical protection but also the size of the TCB and the features
it provide. In contrast to the Smart Card, our TEE does not employ any
tamper protection capabilities other than the SoC package and both volatile
and non-volatile memory and peripherals are shared with the REE and the
TCB is larger.
During execution of cryptographic operations the keys used must at some
point leave the encrypted storage and be available in plain text, possibly in
o↵-SoC RAM which could allow for extraction with e.g. cold boot attacks
as mentioned in section 4.0.5. A mobile device often features debug ports
such as JTAG, which must be handled with care so no information is leaked.
Compared to the Smart Card which operates in the MHz region a generalpurpose mobile CPU operates in the GHz region, which could make eavesdropping harder. The control of the peripherals allows the TEE to extend
trust to peripherals, providing the user with a trusted path to the TEE, like
trusted PIN input, something the Smart Card cannot provide.
Di↵erences between Smart Card and TEE
The di↵erences of interest were those areas which are exposed by the use of
a TEE but which are protected by default by the Smart Card. Di↵erences
in CPU and OS were deemed less important because attacks like bu↵er
overflows or API type-safety attacks can be executed on both Smart Card
and TEE. The di↵erences are presented in Table 2. All di↵erences marked
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Security features
Provides physically isolated volatile memory
Provides physically isolated non-volatile memory
Employs hardware measures to mitigate sidechannel attacks
Employs physically tamper resistant measures
Provides a system wide integrity (trusted path,
trusted input, remote attestation)

Smart Card
4
4

TEE
8
8

4

8

4
8

8
4

Table 2: Platform di↵erences between Smart Card and TEE.

8 under the TEE are considered the vulnerabilities of the TEE.

6.1.3

Identify upper bound on threats

As an upper bound to threats on a product used for EU Restricted information, the product does not need to employ TEMPEST measures [67]. Which
implies that di↵erential power analysis (DPA) could be discarded.

6.1.4

Identify threats

Threats we are interested in are those which could exploit the vulnerabilities
found in Table 2. Threats were identified with the use of documents from
OMTP and Global Platform. OMTP exemplifies threat estimation with the
three following properties [68]:
Required expertise reflects knowledge and resources required to manufacture an attack, ranging from normal device owner to an expert with
lab equipment specified with the levels Easy, Moderate and Hard.
Ease of repeat reflects time, cost and knowledge required to repeat an
attack, ranging from normal device owner, to well-funded attackers
specified with the levels Easy, Moderate and Hard.
Ease of distribution reflects resources needed to distribute the attack
ranging from code and tutorials on the web to procurement of specialized hardware modules specified with the levels Easy, Moderate
and Hard.
Table 3 lists threats corresponding to the identified vulnerabilities. CESG
defines the threat level as the combination of capability and motivation of a
threat actor as mentioned in section 2.1.1. Motivation ranges from indi↵erent to focused. And capability ranges from very little to formidable. Since
DPA is out of the scope, this indicates that the threat actor will not be
able finance an attack that requires expert knowledge and expensive labora-
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Threat
RAM software attack
RAM bus probing attack
DPA
Glitch attack
Timing attack
Rollback
Abuse

Required
expertise
Moderate
Moderate
Hard
Hard
Hard
Moderate
Moderate

Ease of
repeat
Easy
Moderate
Hard
Hard
Hard
Easy
Easy

Ease of
distribution
Easy
Moderate
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy

Table 3: The table is a composition of OMTP threat estimates [68]

tory equipment as described by OMTP. The expertise required then ranges
from Easy to Moderate, resulting in a threat actor with limited to significant capability and with an estimated motivation ranging from interested
to committed. A criminal organization with threat motivation committed,
threat capability significant results in a threat level substantial/severe.
The TEE protection profile divides attack potentials into identification phase
and exploitation phase. Identification is considered difficult of manufacturing an attack and exploitation is considered the difficult of distributing the
attack. Each phase sums up time needed, knowledge of the device, expertise, number of target devices needed and equipment needed. Identification
score + exploitation score = total attack potential as seen in Table 5. As
an example, the exploitation phase for DPA is provided in Table 4.
Factor
Elapsed time
Number of target devices
Expertise
Knowledge of the TOE
Equipment
Total

Required resource
<= One week
One device
Proficient
Sensitive
Specialized

attack value
4
0
4
3
4
15

Table 4: Attack potential calculations based on TEE protection profile examples of
attacks and the TEE Attack Quotation Table[69]

According to the TEE protection profile the TEE is intended to defend
against attacks with potential up to 20. That is, a TEE aiming to provide
an assurance level of EAL2+, which is the highest assurance level a TEE can
provide, must protect against attacks with attack potential up to 20. The
attack potentials calculated in Table 5 were based on the same and similar
attacks exemplified in the TEE protection profile [69]. As seen in Table 3
and Table 5 the timing attack should be considered out of scope considering
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Attack

Identification Exploitation

RAM software attack
RAM bus probing attack
DPA
Glitch attack
Timing attack
Rollback
Abuse

10
14
15
15
15
10
10

8
10
15
15
15
8
8

Attack
potential
18
24
30
30
30
18
18

Table 5: Attack potential calculations based on TEE protection profile attack potential estimates.

both threat and attack potential estimates are the same as those for DPA.
However, the timing attack is considered a software-only attack (the TEE
is intended to resist software attacks) in comparison, the DPA attack (and
RAM bus probing attack) requires additional hardware.

6.1.5

Identify impact

EU Restricted information is defined as [67]:
”Information and material the unauthorized disclosure of which could be
disadvantageous to the interests of the European Union or of one or more
of the Member States.”
Quantification of the impact of disclosure was aided by UK information exchange guidelines [70], these implies that exchange of EU/NATO Restricted
information with the UK should be handled as the UK equivalent. This
implies that there is a possibility that NATO and EU Restricted information could be handled the same way in UK. Another company’s solution
for NATO Restricted VoIP, a software-only Blackberry based solution evaluated by CESG is secure enough for Business Impact Level 3 (BIL3) [71].
BIL3 might not correspond correctly to EU Restricted but acts as a guideline. Table 6 lists the impact of each threat, if a threat would not result in
an impact of BIL3 this would imply that the attack might not have to be
considered.

6.1.6

Risk analysis results

The risk can be described as the likelihood of a threat being realized. The
risk level according to CESG is the combination of expected impact and
threat, which produces a risk of medium/medium-high for our assets. Therefore, attacks below the difficulty of DPA were deemed credible. But DPA
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Threat
Recovery of secure
world RAM with a
software attack

RAM bus probing
Analyzing electromagnetic emissions
from the CPU, e.g.
DPA
Glitch attack
Analyzing execution times
Rollback of data or
program

Abuse

Impact
All information entering secure world RAM, TEE
keys, TA keys and the EU Restricted information
encrypted with the keys. If the TA keys are shared
then all information encrypted with that key, past
and future are at risk. Impact then could be considered BIL3.
All information entering RAM. So, same as above,
BIL3.
Keys used during operation of TEE. That is, same
as above, BIL3.

Keys used during operation of TEE. That is, same
as above, BIL3.
Same as above, BIL3.
Blacklists or data used for configuration could be
rolled back. Known bugs with old program could
lead to disclosure of TA keys or data resulting in
BIL3.
Keys used by another program, keys and data
moved o↵ device for o✏ine attacks or removal. Integrity, confidentiality and availability of keys and
data, resulting in a BIL3.
Table 6: Impact estimates

is left out, because of the difficult of producing the attack, however, there
are readily available tools on the market (for testing security on embedded
system) like the ChipWhisperer which could drastically reduce the difficulty of DPA and glitch attacks [72, 73]. The ChipWhisperer is readily
available for $500, similar equipment is usual a degree of magnitude more
expensive. RAM bus probing is left out because it seems to require more
advanced equipment, as explained in section 4.0.2. However timing attacks
are considered in-scope because it is a software-only attack. The attacks
are divided into two categories, data-at-rest and data-in-use [61] as mention
in section 5.1. In addition, the tests will include a test on the trusted user
interface because it is a feature the Smart Card cannot provide. This results
in five tests:
• abuse
• rollback
• RAM recovery
• time analysis
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• TUI side-channel attack

6.2

Implementation

The results of the tests are not all successful; Table 7 compiles the results
from the tests. As explained in section 5.2 a successful test 4 implies that
the attack in the test does not pose a risk. On the contrary, a failed test 8
implies that there does exist a risk but that no information disclosure was
proven.
Test
TAbuse
TRollback
TRAM recovery
TTime analysis
TTUI side-channel attack

Successful
4
8
4
8
8

Table 7: Test success rating

6.2.1

Data-at-rest

The test evaluated protection of data-at-rest by trying to perform unauthorized use of assets belonging to a TA. Abusing assets by allowing another TA
to read the assets failed, probably because of TA unique encryption keys.
Rollback of assets was successful as it seems that no protected non-volatile
counter or protected memory was available.

6.2.2

Data-in-use

The tests covered the protection provided by the TEE against leakage of
high value information during execution.
Cold boot RAM extraction
The first test concerned leakage of data by accessing RAM of the device.
Below follows data collected from the tests.
Live memory extraction of normal world , the reference program allocated as much memory as possible, and then a live memory extraction with LiME was performed. The analyze of the RAM dump, grep
-ao "TcoVguv" ram c |wc -w resulted in 204446781 full hit occurrences. Since each char in the reference value is a byte this means the
control program generated 204446781 * 7 ⇡ 1.3 GB of the reference
value.
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Cold boot extraction of normal world , the reference program allocated
as much memory as possible, and then cold boot memory extraction
with LiME was performed. The analyze of the RAM dump, grep -ao
"TcoVguv" ram c c |wc -w resulted in 16988154 full hit occurrences,
this means that 169881545 *7 ⇡ 1.1 GB worth of reference values
remained after the cold boot. This gives that approximately 83 %
of the reference data remained, even though the device performed a
complete start-up.
RAM extraction of secure world after a Linux kernel crash , 60000
strings of the reference value "SbnUftu" was written to SW RAM,
60000*7 = 420 KB, grep -aoEf pattern S ram crash |wc -w generated 0 partial hits.
In the cold boot tests listed in Table 8, 60000 reference values where written
to secure world (SW) and normal world (NW) RAM, 60000 * 7 = 420
KB. 60000 was chosen as it was close to the maximum amount of data that
could be claimed by my example TA. The search of potential leakage was
performed with grep -aoEf <regex file><input file>|wc -w.
Extraction

ram test1
ram test2
ram test3
ram test4

World

Partial Full
hits
hits

SW
NW
SW
NW
SW
NW
SW
NW

0
40709
0
40709
0
57418
0
50081

0
20400
0
20392
0
34190
0
15474

% fully
recovered
data
0%
34%
0%
34%
0%
60%
0%
26%

reference
leak
8
4
8
4
8
4
8
4

Table 8: RAM extraction statistics

A typical extraction with grep -aoEf pattern T ram t could look like
this (underlined text corresponds to partial or full hits; Note that the reference values seem to be written in sequence, but with a high degree of bit
loss):
rWwwrwrwrVrvoovo}vuV rrwrrguvTrow rrrtgrvw]vvr crvr
}vrrr>r2>5r3r 46 rbrrrcr:j5}1 rcr^wwvTgoVgr {oVruvr rVr{]
rovgrvrrrW rurrkorr rvrrrurT rrr UcrurT rrrrrv rUroWg
rrVrurtro rgrv}crVr} rTrgrvwcrv rwrTrwrv rkr wurrr
rrrrvr rrVruruVg}vwkoVru rUrorwr rwwT rorgr rco^ vr
grrowrvrsrrru rTwo grvrurrr rrvrrr r>{)rr 2n4=:r]jmrW
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rrrr}cr:r5rqrgrvrV rrrTwr r r^ruro rwrVrurrr rrgrw
rcrvrur|rg}v rrrurTrgrw rVgurrorrrw rcr^wroorwrvrgrvru
rTrgrv srVrurU rorgwvrVgurW^gwwruruwoVgr rVr} rTror
oww]crvr}rrwvrrrVr}wT roW rorVourTrorv ucoVgwr ro^
vvcrvrrrroorw rwr rTro grv r<r>rr2rr r=r<r]rmrrrK
rr}wrz/1rTro rrrvrVrtrorrwv rcrwwTrorvrgrVr rrUrrr
r}woVourrrorguvus rVr}rrrorwr rUrorrrcrVrwrT ro^
wwv}rrwrTrvror^rurgrrrrr rurrro}v crVour rroVgrv u
rTkrrw}c rroTWgrrtcrVr rrUrorgrvr kr^wuTcoV
As discussed in section 5.2.2 the secure world will claim a portion of available RAM. The Arndale board has 2 GiB RAM which is 2147483648 bytes.
The RAM dumps were consistently of size 2105540608 bytes regardless of
if a TA was running or not. The remaining 41943040 bytes (40 Mib) is
probably secure world RAM.

Timing attack
The second test concerned time leakage of the implementation. Only one
algorithm was tested, AES CBC without padding with a 128 bit key. Each
test round was executed five times with 10 di↵erent inputs to encrypt. 100
test rounds where conducted. As reference an empty command call to the
TA takes on average 0.002268 seconds.
A sample of the collected data is displayed in the charts below. The distribution of execution times is skewed as seen in Figure 15 and as can be seen
in Figure 16, the use of di↵erent length of the input lead to di↵erences in
execution time, but the time varies uniformly between the two input lengths.
This suggests that the execution time of the cryptographic operation is not
obfuscated, but varies with the current workload of the device.

Figure 15: Distribution of execution times. As displayed in the figure there is a
skewed distribution of execution times, indicating no obfuscation of execution times
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Figure 16: Uniformity of execution times. As displayed in the figure there is an
uniformity in the execution times, indicating no obfuscation of execution times

6.2.3

Trusted user input

The test concerning trusted user input tests whether the implementation
provided in the t-base development kit, provides protection against sidechannel attacks. As a reference test a screenshot was taken during TUI
execution. The screenshot only displayed the t-base logo. So in accordance
with the intention of the TUI the display framebu↵er is not available to the
REE. However, data generated by sensors are still available during TUI session, this makes for a side-channel attack vector on the user input. During
the 5.5 seconds that the TUI session was running, my background application recorded an accelerometer and gyroscope sensor value approximately
200 times each. Resulting in each sensor generating a value, on average,
roughly every 27 ms. The sensor data is displayed in the Figure 17 and
Figure 18. As can be seen in the figures, the device registered events during
input to the device touch screen. The shorter time frame between sensory
inputs the better the chances of deriving the touch input, however the data
does at least show that the TEE does not have control over the device sensors during the TUI session. Which could expose a possible side-channel
attack.

button push

Figure 17: Accelerometer side-channel. Even though the TUI was running accelerometer readings were still accessible.
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button push

Figure 18: Gyroscope side-channel. Even though the TUI was running gyroscope
readings were still accessible.
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Discussion
The TEE is already deployed in millions of devices to protect the execution
of sensitive code. Which indicates that it does harden mobile device security, otherwise we would see companies providing services through the TEE
revoking their services. But is it enough for EU Restricted VoIP?
The lack of information on requirements on EU Restricted VoIP resulted in
uncertainties in the risk analysis, this combined with possible faults in test
design and implementation has impact on the results and its meaningfulness.

7.0.1

Result

Even though the overall test rating was negative, there are aspects to consider such as the validity of the tests, why the tests failed and what importance the tests reflect. For instance the abuse, rollback and cold boot attack
requires the attacker to gain root privileges on the device and most hardware
attacks were considered out-of-scope. But as mentioned in the risk analysis
results in section 6.1.6 there are cheap tools available for glitch and DPA
attacks. Bus probing is still an attack which might be considered depending
entirely on the difficult of probing the bus when chips are mounted with
POP and BGA as mentioned in section 4.0.2.
Data-at-rest
Firstly the non-volatile storage of the TEE where the keys and data is stored
is not controlled by the TEE. The assets are encrypted by the TEE but managed by the REE, as mentioned in section 3.4.2.
This could lead to loss of confidentiality, integrity and availability of TEE
assets but also to abuse of the assets even though the assets themselves
are not compromised. Confidentiality is guaranteed by cryptographically
wrapping the asset, binding it to one TA and one device only. In the same
way integrity is partially protected by the encryption but rollback attacks
are possible due to TEE resource layout mentioned in section 3.4.2. Which
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allows an attacker to move, copy and delete files on the file system. For
the same reason availability cannot be guaranteed. This implies that an
attacker could force the user to use an unsecure communications channel
for his or her communication. However, the attacker will never be able to
access the asset in plain-text.
Reviewing the test results from a real world aspect there are a few other parameters to consider, impact level and attacker profile. The attack would not
require any expensive tools and not even a very educated attacker. Considering that the assets in this case are cryptographic keys for communication
channel establishment, rollback or deletion of the asset would result in denial of service. No asset has been compromised.
However, even though the assets are cryptographically wrapped, they are
available for o✏ine brute force attacks, which is not true for the Smart
Card. As mentioned, Jan Ekberg explains that adding flash on-SoC to store
a larger amount of assets is expensive [43]. Optional solutions then could be
to build a file system separate from the REE file system on the same flash
disc which is not accessible by the REE, possible with the help of the TrustZone NS-bit. Or as the flash is not on-SoC it could sport an authentication
mechanism such as RPMB as mentioned in section 3.4.2, to make sure that
invasive attacks are not allowed to easily modify data stored on the flash.
This way, at least rollback and abuse attacks can be prevented. It should
be considered that even though the Arndale board does not sport RPMB it
does not mean it is not in used on available devices on the market.
Data-in-use
The test was divided into two parts, RAM leakage and execution time leakage. As displayed in the Table 8, no secure world data was recovered, despite
good conditions for the cold boot attack, which is shown in the reference
tests. It is therefore probable that the secure world RAM is mapped to a
specific region as mentioned in section 5.2.2 which provides higher protection of RAM from cold boot attacks.
The timing test showed that at least one algorithm leaked time information,
but no penetration was proven. Reviewing the results from a real world
aspect the assets of value in this kind of cold boot attack is the potential of
finding secret key material.
The potential attacker in this case could be the user herself, as the asset
can be sold to e.g. criminal gangs. The cold boot attack is mitigated but
cryptographic operations should employ random execution times.
Trusted-user-input
The purpose of the TUI is that frame-bu↵er and touch input are not supposed to be accessible by the REE as mentioned in section 3.4.2 and section 2.2. As shown in the test, side-channel data is still available which has
been demonstrated to provide good-enough precision to figure out where on
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the screen the finger tapped [58, 59]. Which is why the TEE and TUI should
require control over and disable most sensory input as-well as camera during
TUI operation, as it is otherwise ine↵ective in protecting the user input. A
simple solution would be randomize the buttons for the pin input and to
prevent phishing by other applications the TUI should display a secret only
known to the user which the REE cannot access.

7.0.2

Review of method

Many of the sources emphasized that the Smart Card is secure and the TEE
less secure but more secure than the REE and discussed similar solutions to
the TEE and TrustZone and the di↵erent use cases of the alternatives. But
the sources often did not go in-depth, did not have appropriate hardware to
take the work further or did not present any proof-of-concept implementations [40, 74, 35, 75, 11]. The focus in literature was on the TrustZone as
an enabler for TEE, but more hardware elements are required to support a
TEE, such as trusted storage area to support at least non-volatile counters.
In aspect of evaluation another company successfully launched a Blackberry
solution for NATO Restricted VoIP without a separate secure element. But
the requirements on NATO Restricted cannot be assumed to apply to EU
Restricted VoIP. In lack of readily available test suites for the TEE [60] and
the specific comparison between TEE and Smart Card a risk analysis based
on TEE vulnerabilities was conducted. The risk analysis resulted in two
tests categories, data-at-rest and data-in-use inspired by EU data separation guidelines [61]. The TUI was added as it provides the device with an
extra dimension of security.
The tests only cover software attacks as those were the only attacks considered in-scope as mentioned in section 6.1.6. The tests themselves however
could have been more complete.
Abuse and rollback - The test requirements should have been more through.
For instance, only one development board was available making it impossible to test if assets where device bound.
RAM extraction - Tilo Müller’s tool FROST [52], based on LiME was
first considered but was required to be built from scratch as no source
code was available. This included modifying the CyanogenMod kernel
and ClockworkMod to support the Arndale board, as it had not yet
been ported. FROST allows dumping of RAM from fastboot, before
Android is started. The solution instead, was to run LiME immediately after complete start-up. In my case, this was considered acceptable as the occurrence of even a single secure world RAM reference
would prove the attack successful.
Timing test - The test indicates that at least for the algorithm chosen time
obfuscation is not applied. However the tests should have covered more
algorithms.
TUI test - The test shows that side-channels can be used to figure out
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inputs on the device. But for more interesting results, contact could
have been made with authors of [58, 59] to use their code and approach. Also data was collected by printing to the terminal. Printing
to the terminal is slow, a better approach would have been to store
the sensor data in an array and export the data after execution.
The overall intention of the tests was to derive whether the TEE could provide enough assurance to be used it as a virtual Smart Card, where the
assurance level should be high enough to protect EU Restricted information. The tests do provide some input, but more tests would be needed. A
reasonable approach would have been to contact an evaluation lab to take
part of their test suites and have a discussion with them about a subset of
feasible test. Further the tests could have been more thoroughly designed
and defined [63].
The tests can easily be executed again and would most likely generate the
same results; however there are some random elements in the tests. For
instance, in the data-in-use cold boot tests, it is hard to know where bit
information will be lost. So in theory, if t-base is implemented in another
way then the test implies, another outcome could be possible.
The same is true for the time test, it was concluded that there is not a random element in the algorithm implementation because a pattern and skew
distribution was evident in the data collected. Instead of visually inspecting the data, entropy calculation and more measurements could have been
performed. Also, the tests are coarse-grained; the TUI test only reveals the
side-channel not the PIN input. So in terms of validity, the tests show that
there are potential security risks, but no penetration of the security has
been proven except for the rollback attack. There is also a possibility that
information in documents and resources could have been misunderstood or
that the Arndale board allows things not allowed on market deployed implementations, which would a↵ect both design and implementation of the
tests.
The rational for a TEE in a mobile device should be discussed as-well. The
smartphone market is rough; to attract customers you must add value to
the device. For instance by enabling HD Netflix streaming, Netflix on the
other hand will not stream HD quality unless the stream is secure. The
TEE push to the mobile market seems to be driven more from an economic
perspective rather than a security perspective.
It should also be considered that Tr1 is defined for handset whereas the
Global Platform TEE is more general and can be applied in e.g. the automotive sector. The Global Platform standards for the TEE will help support
the adoption of the TEE and ease development, as the code does not need
to be rewritten for di↵erent platforms.
Now, when many smart phones features an ARM TrustZone CPU and TEE
the obvious question is, what else can we do with it? Inherently, this poses a
security threat, because more third-party code will likely result in a higher
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probability of bugs. Similar to the criticism against the TPM, one could
argue that the TEE would make for a good place to spy on the user [46].
Also, should the TEE be miss-implemented or breached [47] it could lead
to compromise of all assets stored on the device. This in-turn creates opportunities for adversaries to work unnoticed to eaves-drop on and spoof
actions.
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Conclusions
The aim of this thesis was to provide input to Sectra on whether a TA could
act as a virtual Smart Card while providing enough assurance to handle EU
restricted VoIP communication. The input would be based on a feasibility
study and practical tests. As the Global Platform specification leaves a lot
of freedom to implementers on how to design their TEE, it became obvious
that the TEE employed in mobile devices is not intended to handle assets of
high value. Rather it further hardens the security of the mobile device. In
addition the TEE protection profile is still a work in progress but will only
be defined up to EAL2+.
The analysis of the employed TEE was hampered by the fact that no functional or non-functional requirements for EU restricted VoIP for mobile
devices were found. Looking at the research question, the final answer to
whether the TEE could act as a substitute to a Smart Card, is that it is
unclear.
Replay attacks could be prohibited by the use of a RPMB enabled flash
disc, further, abuse and cold boot attacks was not possible. Timing attacks
might have to be considered when using the TEE and finally, the TUI does
harden protection of user input, but input could be derived if an attacker
can install a malicious application on the device. Finally, three areas are of
interest, RAM, Evaluation and Maturity.
RAM In the current Smart Card solution session keys for VoIP are transferred to RAM during a VoIP call. But the private keys used for key
negotiation of the session keys never leave the Smart Card.
In the TEE case, the private key will enter trusted RAM and this result in an attack opportunity to probe the bus to the RAM.
On e.g. the Samsung Galaxy S5, RAM is soldered on-top of the CPU
with BGA which introduces some higher difficulty to probe the bus.
To mitigate that threat at least some parts of the trusted volatile
memory could have been placed in an embedded secure element, TPM
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or on-chip RAM like SRAM. Another approach would be to use CPU
register as live storage of unencrypted keys [49, 50] or if trusted o↵chip RAM could be encrypted.
Up until recently some mobile devices featured NFC chips with a secure element to store credit card credentials for proximity purchases
(Google Wallet). The secure element on newer devices has unfortunately been removed and the payment method have been replaced by
host-based card emulation (HCE) which has become the standard for
NFC proximity purchases mostly due to mobile network operators opposing the NFC+secure element configuration.
If that secure element had been kept it would have been a good candidate for separate storage of keys and execution of key operations.
Evaluation The TEE protection profile is only defined up to EAL2+, due
to complexity of the EAL rules concerning the CPU. This means that
there is a limit to the amount of assurance which can be gained from
the TEE. Perhaps then, evaluation of the TEE could be split into TEE
OS and TEE hardware to allow higher assurance levels of the TEE OS.
Further, the mobile industry releases new models often which could
result in each new model intended for use might have to be evaluated
before procurement to control if e.g. RPMB and other features are
provided.
Maturity The maturity of the technology and implementation is also of
interest, such as sufficient testing of the TEE and TUI. The TEE is
already deployed in many devices worldwide. But as in the case with
Smart Cards, the more extensively they are used and the higher values
they protect the higher the risk of attacks on them. As an example
the breach of the TEE [47] only required software tools whereas the
attack against the TPM [34] required a lot of time and lab equipment.

8.1

TEE beneficial values and summary

What value does the TEE bring? The TEE further hardens the mobile device by providing a trusted boot and a trusted execution environment and
even if the attacker becomes root in the REE the secrets are still cryptographically protected. The CPU of the mobile device is faster than that of
a Smart Card and large shared memory bu↵ers makes it ideal for content
encryption/decryption.
The Global Platform standardization means TA code will run on any Global
Platform compliant TEE and the process of provisioning an application to
a TEE becomes simpler because provisioning might not dependent of the
approval of the carrier or manufacturer, as it probably would if inserted into
a SIM card.
The TUI provides the user with a safer input mechanism, e.g. to enable 2factor authentication, but has yet to be implemented in commercial devices.
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The addition of attestation allows for devices to attest that they are trusted
which makes a good foundation for device management.
Smart Card and TEE should not be considered opposites of each other;
they could advantageously be used in combination to leverage each of their
strengths.
To summarize, for the TEE to protect against simpler hardware attacks,
keys for cryptographic operations should either be handled on-SoC, in a secure element or with encrypted RAM. The TEE should control not only the
screen but also sensors and camera to mitigate attacks on the TUI. Assets
or monotonic counters tied to assets should be stored in RPMB and sidechannel attacks like glitch attacks and DPA might have to be considered in
the future as tools become available for exploiting such vulnerabilities.

8.2

Future work

Even if the TEE is intended to primary protect against software attacks, it
is still interesting to investigate if a low-cost hardware attacks can penetrate
the TEE. The ChipWhisperer tool mentioned in section 6.1.6 would be an
interesting starting point.
Would it be possible to use a glitch attacks to circumvent the memory range
checks or boot loader signature-verification in the TEE to access TEE memory from the REE.
According to EU guidelines [67], only information classified as EU Confidential and above needs protection against TEMPEST. However, since tools like
Chipwisperer are now readily available at low-cost perhaps EU Restricted
should include TEMPEST measures as-well.
Would it be possible to use low-cost hardware to perform DPA attacks on
TEE crypto-operations, to reveal keys and device secrets?
Also to avoid disclosing key material into RAM would it be possible to use
on-chip SRAM, CPU registers, or encrypt data on the memory bus, to mitigate bus probing attacks.
Another interesting aspect would be to look at secure provisioning. Would
it be possible and considered safe enough for EU Restricted VoIP to provision session keys to the device using only remote attestation and a one-time
token (like an AIK), which could be used to identify a user? That is, can
attestation be used to identify the device and user. This could then remove
the need for a stored credential on the device.
It would be interesting to push the research question further by co-operating
with a test lab or Swedish authorities to understand what requirements are
apply for EU restricted VoIP on mobile devices to build a reference implementation of a virtual Smart Card and let a test-lab evaluate the solution.
This approach however does not only take a lot of time but is also costly as
evaluations are costly.
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På svenska
Detta dokument hålls tillgängligt på Internet – eller dess framtida ersättare – under
en längre tid från publiceringsdatum under förutsättning att inga extra-ordinära
omständigheter uppstår.
Tillgång till dokumentet innebär tillstånd för var och en att läsa, ladda ner,
skriva ut enstaka kopior för enskilt bruk och att använda det oförändrat för
ickekommersiell forskning och för undervisning. Överföring av upphovsrätten
vid en senare tidpunkt kan inte upphäva detta tillstånd. All annan användning av
dokumentet kräver upphovsmannens medgivande. För att garantera äktheten,
säkerheten och tillgängligheten finns det lösningar av teknisk och administrativ
art.
Upphovsmannens ideella rätt innefattar rätt att bli nämnd som upphovsman i
den omfattning som god sed kräver vid användning av dokumentet på ovan
beskrivna sätt samt skydd mot att dokumentet ändras eller presenteras i sådan
form eller i sådant sammanhang som är kränkande för upphovsmannens litterära
eller konstnärliga anseende eller egenart.
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